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Work Together
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365



Your business depends on intelligence. But can 
you count on your technology?

You may not be in the intelligence technology business, but it’s probably impossible to imagine your business 
without IT. Today, computing technology plays a vital role in the way you serve, work with, and communicate to 
your clients. Thanks to advances that have made technology more powerful yet less expensive, even the smallest 
practice can enjoy capabilities – in everything from marketing and sales to delivery and fulfillment – that were 
once the sole domain of large enterprises.

But today’s big IT advantages come with major risks. Your networks and systems serve as your silent partner in 
operations. Should they fail – and when they do, it’s usually without warning – you’re exposed not just to an IT 
problem, but to a potentially large business problem.

This brief paper exposes 10 silent threats that might be quietly undermining your operations now – and proposes 
one quick, easy and FREE way to bring these threats under control, fast.
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RISK #10: Wrong Keys In Wrong Hands

It’s just common sense: you restrict crucial information, such as bank accounts and inventory access, to carefully 
designated employees. Yet many businesses have lost control of their network’s user level access privileges, 
exposing vital company and client data to people without authorization. One of the first steps toward security is 
to be sure the right people have the right level of access to appropriate applications and data.

RISK #9: Bring Your Own Headache

On the one hand, new devices such as smart phones and tablets can increase employee productivity – and when 
employees use their own devices, save the company money. But this new “bring your own device” (BYOD) 
environment brings new headaches, too. These devices are easily lost and stolen. When they are, any information 
available to the device – including confidential practice and client data – may be vulnerable to illicit access. Yet 
fewer than 50% of businesses report the ability to use data encryption and/or remote data wiping to protect their 
assets. Take stock of your data inventory: you need to share permissions reports that reveal which devices and 
users have access to which files and applications.
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Work Easier
With Office 365 you can work the way you want to, where you want to, by accessing applications like Word, 
Excel, PowerPoint and more from your phone, laptop or tablet, with:

 • On-the-Go Access to files, emails and conferencing.
 • A consistent, familiar and synced experience across all your devices.
 • The ability to create and edit documents in real time with colleagues.
 • 1TB of online storage.

Work Together
Having everything on the cloud makes it easy to share information with whom you want to, where you want to.  
It makes working together smooth, secure and productive.
 • Create groupings for projects, and work with teams and customers via sharing sites, videos and private
  social networking.
 • You'll have basic, to more complex, collaboration across all platforms and devices.
 • Host or join multi-location meetings with any device.
 • Support your teams with relevant information for each individual.

More
With Office 365 you'll have access to Microsoft's basic cloud solutions like:
 • Word with easy reading and writing on any device.
 • Excel to create order, organize data and share insights.
 • PowerPoint to make your point with clarity and style.
 • Outlook so you can stay productive and connected.
 • OneNote to access all your notes on all your devices.
 • Publisher so you can create something that helps you stand out.
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What Makes Office 365 So Great Is That All These 
Applications Can Be Integrated.

For example, you can post an Excel spreadsheet in a PowerPoint slide, and by linking them together, make 
changes on the slide that will be reflected in the Excel document.

Plus, you'll have high-end features with functionality you'd expect in more expensive stand-alone programs that 
larger-sized businesses use. This allows you to create exceptional flyers, business documents, presentations and 
more.

Exchange Online
This is Microsoft's backend email server. With Office 365 you'll have access to Exchange Online with 50GB of 
mailbox storage per user. You can manage your business communications across all your devices, and share 
easily and securely.

OneDrive for Business
Put all your documents and files in the cloud, in one place for enhanced efficiency and productivity. You'll have 
access to all your work from one secure, reliable place, with 1TB of cloud storage per user.

Skype for Business
Is a video/web-conferencing program that you may already be familiar with. Microsoft has incorporated Skype 
into Office 365 so you have access to messaging, audio and video calls, and online meetings, all from this one 
application.
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SharePoint Online
SharePoint is a content management system that works seamlessly with the other applications in Office 365. You 
can add permissions for your colleagues, employees, vendors, suppliers to selectively share ideas and work.

Yammer
This well-known texting application is now part of the Office 365 solution. Yammer allows you to create team chat 
rooms, allows you to send texts back and forth more easily, send private messages with your team, share 
information, and organize around projects. Yammer can be incorporated into your other Office 365 applications 
as well.

Groups
To enhance the work experience, Microsoft incorporated this team-share site into Office 365. It allows you to 
manage projects and collaborate effectively with your team members using a shared inbox, calendar, document 
library site and Yammer feeds.  Unlike SharePoint, you don't have to individually assign permissions because the 
group will have pre-set permissions.

Office 365 Video
Now you can capture, share and discover videos from any device using Microsoft's cloud. No more sending large 
video files that take forever to download. You simply stream or edit them from the cloud.

Cross-Platform Experiences
Microsoft customized platforms across devices to enhance functionality. The result is a familiar, consistent 
experience across devices that makes on-the-go document creation, review and collaboration easy.
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Office for Mac
Some people just can't do without their Apple computers. So, Microsoft developed Office for Mac that has a 
similar look and feel as Office on Windows. Plus, it seamlessly integrates with Office 365.

Delve
Get to know your colleagues and help them get to know you. Create a profile and put documents, videos, biogs, 
anything you want to share about yourself with others. You can search across your organization for information 
and insights derived from individual user behavior, relationships to content, topics and one another.

Bl for Everyone
Bl (Business Intelligence) in Office 365 allows you to collect, filter and organize your company's data in a way that 
helps you get information, spot trends, and focus on what matters. You can share this data with your employees 
and colleagues to help you make better decisions for your organization.

Trust Center
This is a customer-focused area with a dashboard where you can access tools, online support, controls to help 
with archiving data, and more that allows you to access data that previously only tech people could. For example, 
you can archive emails for all your employees for 5 years by simply clicking a few boxes. It incorporates the 
highest level of security, privacy and compliance, required for businesses today.
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Compliance Center
This tool is included the Trust Center. It allows you the control to store and archive data to meet your legal, 
regulatory and organizational requirements from one place. Plus, it integrates with all of Office 365's features, 
including Exchange and SharePoint.

eDiscovery
Within the Compliance Center, eDiscovery allows you to easily search for documents using specific queries. This is 
much easier than going file by file to find particular documents. You can find, protect and transfer content from 
one central point.

Rights Management Services
This improves the security of your data with advanced encryption using RMS (Risk Management Solutions). 
Whether it's your spreadsheet, financial information or other documents, you can protect them with a password, 
or set permissions allowing access for selected individuals.

Data Loss Prevention
Block the transmission of your organization's sensitive information. When credit card numbers or sensitive 
account numbers, etc., are keyed into an email or document, a pop up warns the user that they are attempting 
to send sensitive information. It relays your security policy, or can even block the transmission of this information 
automatically.

Encryption
You can encrypt not only documents, but also emails so only select individuals can open them.



Office 365 Benefits All Types Of Businesses

Microsoft Office 365 is a valuable solution for businesses in any industry, including those in:

 • Financial Services - Bl power gives you greater insight into your business performance, provides
  enhanced layers of security and an enriched customer experience.

 • Healthcare - Healthcare has a lot to gain from Office 365 when it comes to collaboration and PHI
  security.  Patient reports can be posted online in the cloud to provide a better experience for employees
  and patients.  Plus, you'll have the peace of mind knowing they are stored and transmitted securely to
  help you meet HIPAA compliance regulations.

 • Retail - With everything in one place, employees can access inventory, documentation, HR, all from
  their tablet, laptop or smartphone. This reduces costs and increases efficiencies.

 • Manufacturing - Office 365 can be used across different devices so your foreman can send real-time
  information from a tablet or other mobile device to the home office or clients. This allows for better
  reporting and decision making.

 • Hospitality - You can collaborate and have a share point all in one place for your restaurants, hotels
  and other services, in a consistent real-time way.
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 • Law Offices - Capture data when talking to a client and share it in real time with employees. Plus, you
  can save this data securely to the cloud so you can go home and finish working on a case, if needed.
  Documents, emails, etc., can all be archived as long as needed. And with enhanced security, Office 365
  helps you meet your legal compliance requirements.

 • Contractors - Manage your resources, logistics, budgets, calendars, and invite people into your groups
  to organize and complete projects in a timely, cost-effective way.

Want to Worry Less, Work Easier & Work Together?

Contact us. Our Microsoft Office 365 Experts are here to help.
(954) 717-1990 • Sales@laninfotech.com
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